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1 . The DSPSE spacecraft will be in lunar orbit for approximately 1 0 weeks. 
During this time the spacecraft's imaging sensors will be used to map the 
lunar surface. The goal is to map 1 00% of the lunar surface. In order to meet 
this goal, mission operations will have to be conducted 2 4 hours a day, 7 days 
a week for the duration in lunar orbit. This 1 0 week period will be the most 
stressing to the program and, therefore, will be discussed in this document. 
All other post-launch operations for the DSPSE Program will be a subset of the 
lunar mapping operations. 

2. All of the following listed skills must be present in the BATCAVE at all 
times during the lunar mapping phase of the mission to provide and support 
mission operations. Specific skills are grouped by category as follows: 

a. Physical plant - control of the heating and cooling in the 
BATCAVE; electrical circuit breaker knowledge; telephone 
configuration options; control of building security devices; what to 
do if the parking lot gate stops working; what to do if the copier 
stops working; dispense supplies such as copier and printer paper. 

b. External communications - management of telephone lines; 
control and configuration of modems; keep facsimile machines 
operating; establish voice and data telephone links to all DSPSE 
ground stations, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Deep Space 
Network (DSN), Navy Space Surveillance Center (NAVSPASUR), US 
Space Command, supporting USAF ground stations, Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), etc. 

c. Computer hardware - keep all computer hardware needed for 
operations, including main frames, personal computers, peripherals, 
computer networks and the test bed, running; manage 
uninterruptable power supply (UPS); manage spare parts inventory 
for computers and peripherals; manage computer supplies such as 
printer paper, tapes, discs, etc. 

d. Computer software - reboot, restart, or reinitialize any computer 
needed for operations; manage software library; reload any software 
needed for operations; perform routine troubleshooting on general 
use software. 
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e. Data management - manage online storage of data in shared, 
multiple-access memory areas; route incoming data to the proper 
computers, storage devices and storage locations and store in the 
proper format; route outgoing data from its storage location to the 
appropriate transmission device in the proper format; maintain logs 
on all incoming and outgoing data; maintain offline data library and 
logs; transfer data from offline to online storage in the proper 
location and format; transfer data from online to offline storage. 

f. Scheduling- maintain and modify an integrated spacecraft 
schedule including inputs for mission science, engineering, and 
trajectory control; maintain and modify support schedules and 
activities for primary and secondary ground stations and DSN sites; 
modify and test event plans as required for every involved DSPSE 
ground station. 

g. Operations control - interact with all ground stations supporting 
DSPSE; maintain and control data base for event plans, commands, 
data and supporting software for ground stations; ensure that event 
plans, commands, data, and supporting software are transmitted to 
the ground stations; control flow of data and information between 
BATCAVE and ground stations; review each event plan with 
supporting ground stations immediately prior to each event; 
communicate with and direct ground stations during events; review 
execution of each event with involved ground stations immediately 
after the event and define required modifications to subsequent 
event plans. 

h. Engineering - complete familiarity with all on board systems and 
subsystems; examine real time data while it is being received from 
the spacecraft to verify proper operation of..critical onboard 
subsystems, such as electrical power, attitude control, thermal 
control; examine stored engineering data transmitted from the 
spacecraft in a timely manner to verify proper operation of non
critical subsystems and to monitor long term trends; modify plans 
and commands for control of spacecraft subsystems to respond to 
changes from mission science and trajectory control, react to a 
changing environment, and control undesirable trends; test modified 
engineering plans and new commands on test bed; communicate 
modified engineering plans to scheduling and operations control 
personnel. 
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i. Data preparation - complete familiarity with use of all program 
software to strip, process, and display real time and stored data for 
operational use, including engineering and mission science data; 
complete familiarity with all data bases needed for operations. 

j. Trajectory analysis - complete familiarity with use of all 
program software for trajectory identification, planning and design; 
complete familiarity with use of all trajectory data from Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC), Deep Space Network (DSN), Navy Space 
Surveillance Center (NAVSPASUR), and US Space Command; skilled in 
personal interaction on trajectories with GSFC representatives; 
modify tracking requirements for trajectory determination; 
communicate modified tracking requirements to scheduling and 
operations control personnel; prepare, analyze and present options 
for trajectory modification to react to a changing environment and 
control undesirable trends; prepare plans for trajectory 
modification; test trajectory modification plans on test bed; 
communicate trajectory modification plans to scheduling and 
operations control personnel. 

k. Mission science planning - examine stored mission science data 
transmitted from the spacecraft in a timely manner to verify 
adequacy of plans and on-board algorithms for acquisition of next 
mission science data set and modify plans and algorithms, if 
necessary; test modified mission science plans and on-board 
algorithms on test bed; communicate modified mission science plans 
and algorithms to scheduling and operations control personnel; 
skilled in personal interaction on mission science with NASA and 
LLNL representatives; suggest options for mission science 
modification to react to a changing environment. 

I. Test bed - complete capability to run test bed including initial 
startup, loading all software, data input and output, accessing all 
available features, and reasonable trouble shooting. 

m. Mission sensors - complete familiarity with all of the mission 
science sensors, associated software and their operation in the 
spacecraft: UV /visible camera, high resolution camera, NIR camera, 
LWIR camera, startracker; examine real time data while it is being 
received from the spacecraft to verify proper operation of mission 
sensors; examine mission sensor data transmitted from the 
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spacecraft in a timely manner to verify proper operation of mission 
sensors and to monitor long term trends. 

n. Director - ultimate. authority on each shift to make non-routine 
decisions; coordinate handoff of operations control to next shift. 

3. I believe a minimum of seven people will be required on each shift at the 
BA TCA VE to ensure that all of the required skills are present. A tentative 
identification of categories of personnel follow with a plausible distribution 
of the required skills. 

a. Trajectory analyst - Because of unknown lunar mass 
concentrations in a polar orbit, I believe that the lunar orbit will 
provide sufficient unexpected variation that the trajectory analyst 
will be almost fully occupied with efforts to know the orbit, its 
deviation from desired, and the effects of the deviation; to develop 
options for correcting the orbit and identify the effects of the 
options; and to develop and test plans to correct the orbit. 

b. Mission science planner - I believe the dynamics of the lunar 
mapping exercise will keep this person almost fully occupied on 
each shift. The mission science planner will review all mission 
science data as soon as it arrives in the BATCA VE. The mission 
science planner will be joined in this review by the mission sensor 
expert, and possibly by a representative of LLNL and a representative 
of the NASA Science Advisory Committee (SAC), if present. Based on 
this review, the mission science planner will work with the mission 
sensor expert to define required modifications to existing mission 
science plans and on-board algorithms. The mission science planner 
will then modify and test existing mission science plans, as 
required. 

c. Scheduler- I believe the scheduler will be pretty busy on each 
shift modifying schedules and event plans and testing the modified 
event plans as required by changes from the trajectory analyst, the 
mission science planner and engineering. The scheduler could also 
be the shift's test bed expert. 

d. Operations controller - Each lunar orbit will involve constant 
activity by the spacecraft, continuous monitoring by a ground 
station, and frequent transmission of real time or stored data to the 
BATCAVE. Since an event will always be in progress or imminent, I 
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believe the operations controller must be constantly available and 
minimally distracted by other duties. However, the operations 
controller might also be the shift's expert in external 
communications. 

e. Spacecraft engineer - Although continuous presence of 
engineering skills is essential, I believe that engineering will have 
some time available to devote to other tasks. The spacecraft 
engineer might also be the shift's expert on computer hardware and 
the physical plant since these tasks involve sporadic activity. The 
spacecraft engineer might also share the skills of the test bed 
expert. 

f. Data manager- This person would perform the tasks of data 
preparation and data management. I believe the data manager would 
be active throughout a shift, but could also serve as the shift's 
computer software expert and could have some computer hardware 
skills. 

g. Mission sensor expert - I believe the dynamics of the lunar 
mapping exercise will keep this person almost fully occupied on 
each shift. The mission sensor expert will review all mission 
science data with the mission science planner as soon as it arrives 
in the BATCA VE. They may be joined in this review by a 
representative of LLNL and a representative of the NASA SAC. Based 
on this review, the mission sensor expert will work with the 
mission science planner to define required modifications to existing 
mission science plans and on-board algorithms. 

In addition to the seven people required to be continuously present on each 
shift to conduct lunar mapping operations, I hope/ expect that a representative 
from LLNL and a representative from the NASA SAC will be continuously 
present at the BATCA VE. 

4. The operating shift personnel described in paragraph 3 will have the 
primary task of carrying out operations by executing, after modifying and 
retesting if necessary, existing schedules, event plans, and plans for 
trajectory adjustment, mission science and engineering. These schedules and 
plans used by the operating staff will be generated during one daily shift, 
possibly on nearly normal working hours or phased with the Pomonkey 
commanding capability, using additional staff. This additional staff cannot 
hinder or depend on the operating staff and, ther~fore, will require all of the 
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skill categories described in paragraph 2 but with more emphasis on the 
trajectory analysis, mission science planning, mission sensors, engineering, 
and scheduling skill categories. The tasks of the additional staff include the 
following: prepare schedules for later lunar orbits; prepare and test event 
plans, and plans for trajectory adjustment, mission science and engineering 
for later lunar orbits; prepare and test on-board algorithms; prepare and test 
specific plans for intermittent tests and experiments, such as autonomous 
navigation and rehearsals for later events; generate (build) and test on the 
test bed all spacecraft commands; transmit commands and supporting data and 
software to ground stations; define tracking requirements for trajectory 
determination; prepare daily tapes showing mission progress and recent data 
for sponsor and program review; make overall modifications as required to 
make life easier for the operating staff. 

5. In order to staff three 9-hour shifts a day (shift overlap!) continuously for 
1 0 weeks, four complete teams of 7 persons each will be required in order to 
provide time off for rest and in case of illness. Additional personnel will be 
required for the additional staff discussed in paragraph 4. I expect that a 
cadre of trained personnel for each skill category will be developed. These 
cadres will analyze tasks, establish procedures, and develop necessary 
hardware and software over the next several months for their areas of 
responsibility. Additional-personnel will be required in the summer of 1993 to 
be trained by the cadres and participate in operations rehearsals planned for 
October through December 1993. 

6. Additionally, image processing personnel will work daily shifts of 
approximately normal hours to prepare image data for transmission to LLNL 
and delivery to archival data centers. 

7. Ground station personnel are not considered in this document. 
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